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Open Letter To GSU 
Governors State University 
must change! The Black Caucus -
faculty, staff and students - will 
insure that change. We are not 
merely "co ncerned citizens" 
easily dismissed, as some appear 
to believe, by the use of th 
epitaph. We are a committed 
people dedicated to the complete 
eradication of those destructive 
elements within this institution 
which are methodically operating 
in a genocidal fashion against our 
c o llective interests,  while  
concomitantly espousing smoke 
screens of humanistic rhetoric. 
Governors State University, as it 
c u r r e n t l y  e x i s t s  i s  a n  
institutionalized contradition. 
Probably the epitome of this 
contradition is the recent 
discussions now being held by the 
President on "institutional 
racism." These executive heads 
which currently entertain this are 
the same ones which are primarily 
responsible for the removal of. 
Blacks (who were attempting to 
tell them what racism was all 
about) out of top executive 
leadership within this University. 
Furthermore, the qualitative 
degree to which whites can truly 
a s s e s s  r a c i s m  i s  highly 
questionable when Blacks are 
excluded from the discussion. 
Where Black Administrators 
have not beeJ; fired, they are 
intimidated through the use of 
budgetary restrictions. Staff have 
been hired over, above, and in 
some cases WITHOUT their 
recommendation or concurrence. 
Degree stipulations maneuver 
th emselves into professional 
contractual negotiation. 
Governors State University 
must change! 
Black students have had 
modules cancelled at points 
within a session when they 
couldn't get a refund of the 
tuition paid for the class. They 
have had to beg for adequate 
t r a n s portation; w hi le the 
Assembly establishes Committee 
after Committee to undercut the 
effect of Black representation 
obtained through genuine student 
elections. 
Go vernors State University 
must change! 
Black civil service employees 
have gone on vacation only to 
return to discover that they have 
been transferred. They have been 
deliberately given raises so low 
that it was more profitable for 
t h em to leave what  are  
traditionally considered plush 
positions for positions of lesser 
institutional .status. For example, 
a Black lady with four degrees is 
being recommended for demotion 
from Administrative Secretary to 
Secretary Ill - because she is 
deemed unqualified to be an 
administrative secretary. 
The Black Caucus contends 
through personal knowledge that 
NONE of the Black faculty and 
staff either fired or forced out of 
Governors State University, were 
given any legitimate reason for the 
action taken. Furthermore, no 
white unit heads have ever been 
fired for ANY reason even though 
they capriciously flaunt the rules 
at will. 
This capriciousness must cease! 
The Black Caucus is determined 
to stop the rampaging beast, 
regardless of cost. This stand we 
take looking squarely in the face 
mass firings, expulsions, denial of 
tenure or degree, salary increases, 
budgetary impositions, and all 
other methods through which 
Go vernors State University 
institutionalizes insecurity. 
However, in the words of Brother 
Malcolm, "Never mess with a man 
who is not afraid to die." 
We call upon the President of 
this institution to look at himself 
and this University realistically. 
How can he deny a woman with 
four degrees a secretarial job? He 
should really employ her as 
FACULTY. 
It takes a wise and bumble man 
to admit his error. We, the Black 
Caucus of  Governors State 
University call upon President 
Engbretson to set a living example 
at GSU for the philosophy he 
wrote. 
GSU ARCH 
<:iSUA 59o- I 
Patrick r.rks, master sitarist from India, will be performing during 
Earth Week. 
Balance Plans Earth Week 
Me mbers of Balance are 
planning a week of activities 
lasting from April 9th through the 
15th. Activities designed for the 
preservation of the Earth, will be 
the theme of the Balance 
presentation. 
Balance members predicted 
that there will be several speakers, 
from both Industrial  and 
Environmental  organizations 
present during the week. Lawyers 
from a legal group are sending a 
representative who will elaborate 
o n  l a w  s u i t s  i n v o l v ing 
environmental issues. The results 
of the PHOTO CONTEST will 
also be revealed. 
The culmination of the 
activities will occur Saturday 
April 14. Patrie Marks, Indian 
sitar player, has promised to 
entertain, using both his beloved 
instrument and a special effects 
light show. Marks is currently 
researching the effects of colored 
light on emotional states. Marks 
said, "I've been playing music 
especially to facilitate experiences 
for spiritudl growth." 
Several  f i lms have been 
scheduled to be shown along with 
a few surprises. All that students 





CHLD Dean Assessment 
Causes· Controversy 
The North Central Association 
of Colleges and secondary schools 
voted today to officially grant to 
new Governors State University 
the pre-accreditation status of 
r e c o g n i zed candidate for 
accreditation. 
Involved in the decision to 
award recognized candidate status 
is the judgment that the university 
should be able to attain full 
creditation within a three-year 
period. 
A n  e x a m i n i n g  t e a m  
representing Michigan, Missouri, 
New York, Oklahoma, and 
W i s c o n s i n  u n i v e r s i t i e s  
r e c o m m e n d e d  t h e  p r e­
accreditation category recognized 
b y  t h e  C o m m i s s i on on 
Institutions of Higher education 
of the North Central Association 
of Colleges and secondary schools. 
Go vernors State University 
applied for and achieved in July, 
1970 correspondent status with 
the accrediting association, the 
first step in the process leading to 
full accreditation. 
Institutional strengths reported 
by the examining team included: 
"GSU is an innovative university 
trying to break out of the usua! 
pattern of higher Tcation. 
"It has an impressive resource 
base. 
"The university knows the 
nature of the clientele it is 
presently serving. 
"The university has recruited 
and selected a strong faculty 
which reflects a significant 
number of minority members at 
By HERBERT WILLIAMS 
all levels. Candidate assessment to fill the 
"C ommunity people were position of Dean in the College of 
i n volved in planning the l;l, u m a 0 L e a r  0 i n  g a n d  
institution and the programs it D e v e lopment is currently 
offers. underway at Governors State 
"The university carries out university. Concern however is 
excellent follow-up studies of its growing among staff members 
graduates." who submitted resumes and have 
Institutional areas of concern as not been accorded serious 
reported by the examining team consideration by the Dean search 
included: "The university committee. 
governance structure requires As the search for a dean has 
modification to include the been narrowed down to five 
excluded and to eliminate possible choices from a list of a 
concentration on trivial matters. hundred or more names, including 
"Graduate programs are not three from GSU, Arthur Evans, 
clearly defined and sufficiently Professor in CHLD and interested 
distinct. c a n d i d a t e ,  voiced strong 
"College staffs need to hold disapproval over the fact that the 
all-college meetings to discuss search committee overlooked 
mutual concerns and programs. those within their own institution. 
"A modular approval system is "The search committee spends 
needed to prevent unnecessary hundreds of dollars flying persons 
duplications among colleges. in with no more impressive 
"Some terminology used by the credentials or qualification than 
university is inappropriate and those already on staff," Dr. Evans 
unclear in terms of program said. 
realities." "Looking at the candidates 
they are bringing in," he said, "I 
Innovator Staff  members find my credentials second to 
received word that any student none." 
who has not finished a module "I've been at GSU since its 
three sessions after he or she inception .... three years. I was here 
registered for the module will lose that first year helping plan before 
credit for that particular module. students came. If anyone is 
Many students are unaware of familiar with the problems at 
this. Many students object. The GSU, I am," he said. 
Innovator will investigate this Dr. Evans has a masters degree 
injustice further. Students will in educational administration, and 
have to pay again in order to has had extensive administrative 
obtain credit for incompleted experience throughout the school 






n_. _________ __._ principal. Jn addition he holds a 
Ph.D , majoring in teachers 
training from the University of 
Pittsburgh. 
He is currently heading the 
Career Opportunity Program, a 
two hundred thousand dollar 
project, which he wrote the 
proposal for. 
He states that he challenges 
a n y o n e  t o  q u estion his 
performance as far as his work is 
concerned, or his relationship 
with staff and students. 
"All my efforts have been in 
their behalf," he said. 
Dr. Evans added that if the 
search committee still doesn't 
honor his request for a formal 
visit, perhaps some other pressures 
can be brought to bare upon 
them. 
"With support of students and 
staff, I would like to sit down 
with them and let them know 
about my interest." 
"Perhaps an independent organ 
can be established to let the 
administration know of other 
areas of interest. If that support is 
here, then I would welcome it," 
Dr. Evans said. 
Tulsi Saral, also a Professor in 
CHLD and interested candidate, 
said that the decision to seek a 
dean outside the university 
seemed inconsistent with the aims 
of progress. 
"It would mean that perhaps a 
year or more will be required 
before someone new could 
bec ome familiar enough to 
adequately deal with the structure 
of CHLD ... .it means a year of 
waiting," he said. 
M a xwell  Bennett, Student 
assistant. dean in CHLD, said, "it 
seems a question of whether 
administrative decisions effecting 
students have sufficient student 
imput to render any decision as 
representative." 
"Student participation into the 
planning and building of CHLD is 
always low, even though we 
virtually go out and beg for it. 
Some plan need to be worked out 
for full student participation. 
Without that, decisions will 
always seem to be behind closed 
doors," Bennett said. 
William Katz, Acting Dean in 
CHLD, recommended at the last 
faculty meeting, Friday, March 
24, that al l  persons who 
submitted resumes should at least 
be given the courtesy of a formal 
visit. That recommendation has 
yet to be acted upon. 
Dr. Virginio L. Piucci ,  
Vice-president for Research and 
Innovation, commenting, said that 
the names of those from GSU 
who displayed an interest in the 
Deanship, were considered along 
with a hundred or more other 
names. From this sum, each 
member of the search committee 
which he is a member was asked 
to make up a list of 5 names of 
their preference; from which 5 
final selections were made 
according to frequency of 
appearance. 
"Those from this university 
expressing a desire in the deans 
position, Dr. Sara) and Dr. Evans 
- one withdrew, their names were 
included in the total count, but 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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Challenging The Old Editorials Exploring The New 
University Assen1bly 
Get Off Our Back 
Untrimmed Decision In BPS Rattlesnakes 
L$1� 
LLOYD DE GRANE 
For several months now the 
University Assembly has asked the 
INNOVATOR to develop a policy 
of publication, we've tried. We 
didn't exactly know what the 
U.A. wanted, however we found 
ourself in a position similar to 
w h a t  o ther colleges and 
universities in the Chicagoland 
area are in. The position is one of 
either absolute neglect or only an 
half hearted effort to placate the 
administration. 
Our frustration level peaked 
last Tuesday (Mar. 27) , we finally 
got ourselves together and decided 
on a course of action. It was 
decided by ail newspaper staff 
members that a special committee 
seek out other student newspaper 
publication policies, with hopes 
that we could extract material 
relevant to our own needs. 
I'm writing this editorial after 
returning to the office just 
Billy Tate, Editor in Chief 
Fidelis Amatokwu, Asst. Chief Editor 
Herbert Williams, Managing Editor 
Lloyd De Grane, News Editor 
minutes ago, with NO copies of We of the Innovator condemn outrightly a recent 
any other publications in my mishappening in the college of business and public service, in 
possession. There are no models hi h d d & h d Wh t to draw information from. Other w c a stu ent an a pro�. essor exc ange anger. a we 
university editors when asked condemn is not the natural course of expressing wrath, but 
• • Can you give u s  some the resulting decision to strip the student of every unit he 
assistance?" responded in negative earned at GSU. We think that such a decision, whether 
w aYs . The only p ositive jointly arrived at in the BPS senate or not, lacks the 
information given us was by one trimmings of common sense. Though our source may not be University of Chicago student 
who said "Go see a lawyer, or get as reliable as BPS may like it, but we did learn that the 
help from legal aid". decision to deny the student all his hard earned units was 
The U. of C. and the U. of I. made by the same professor who was involved in a 
both thought the administration "You-Son-Of-A-Bitch" exchange. How can this be? We would 
policies intolerable, so they like to be told, under what circumstance a professor must 
became independent. Now we at take the law in to his hands to act as a victim, a complainant, the INNOVATOR feel the same 
hot breath coming ever so a judge, a jury - all in one? 
restrictively closer. Must we also Furthermore, has the college of business and public service 
be forced into � J?<>Sition of a dean? And was the professor acting over the living or dead 
acc�ptance or reJection, s�rely . body of his dean or was it a mutually agreed decision? havmg to remove ourselves 1f we . ' . . . . 
choose the latter? r hope the Whatev�r ts the tru� ptct��e o� th1s .unwiSe: untn�m�d, 
�nd 
administration (making itself out-of-s1ght, tyranmc dec1s1on m an mnovatlve umvers1ty hke 
heard through the U.S.) has the GSU, such behavior makes teaching a subversive activity and 
foresight to "get off our back!" must be curbed now. 
The Man Gaveth-The 
Even though the expression "Son-Of-A-Bitch" is not 
socially commendable, yet is mister professor warranted to 
consider such an outburst as unbearable misconduct. We will 
ask further, suppose his many girlfriends, or his wife, or his 
colleagues use such language on him, will he take this kind of 
irrational decision? Man Taketh Away 
Among other issues of national 
merit and attention is the inability 
of the Republican administration 
to solve what it calls a Democratic 
problem; or the failure of the 
"great society's programs in 
b r i n g i n g  a b ou t  domestic 
tranquility or what to do about 
them Niggers; if not all of them, 
surely the ones on welfare. 
(shades of King Alfred*) 
T h e  l e a d e r s  o f  t h i s  
administration employ blunt, 
effective, political espionage and 
sabotage as tactics in duping and 
controlling the American publics 
knowledge of it's activities, and 
then censors the only channel 
open to it's citizens to be 
informed of it's intentions which 
is the notion of a free press. 
American economy from which 
welfare recipients can "pull 
t h e m s e l v e s  u p  by  their  
bootstraps" . These are the same 
"bootstraps" of statical gains in 
e ducation,  economics and 
political influence which began 
when poor Black folks and others 
took to the streets a few years 
back. The apparent attitude of the 
current republican administration 
seems to be: the lords of the land 
giveth and the lords can take it 
away. 
While we do not want to blow the whistle in a way that 
would scare power-wielding persons in the BPS bandwagon, 
we have learned of a day when this same professor entered 
class deadly drunk indeed, that he dropped unconscious 
while lecturing. Our source said, he was so tipsy that he knew 
not when the students left the classroom. What is more of a 
SON�OF-A-BITCH than such unscrupulo�s misconduct on 
the part of this professor? Yet nobody threatened to take 
away his pay. 
We would like to know who in the admissions and records 
office- executed mister professor-persecutor's orders to strip 
mister student of his hard earned GSU units. We further 
demand - as we realize it is our responsibility as a campus 
newspaper that Dean Ruben Austin produce for 
publication in the next issue of the Innovator (deadline April 
17, 1973 ) , a report showing the complete picture of the 
incident as well as the criteria used in making that decision. 
We will not let this slide by, since if allowed to go 
unquestioned, this incident might very well encourage further, 
laying and hatching of_ more serpent's eggs in apathetic BPS 
and around the university. 
We also call on the GSU University Assembly Steering 





EVEN RATTLESNAKES have 
some rights, in the view of the 
Humane Society, which is now 
i n v e s t i g a ti n g  "rat tlesnake 
roundups" out West. 
Thousands of diamondbacks, 
plus the rarer prairie rattlers, are 
slaughtered at these spring-time 
roundups. What appals the 
Humane Society is the way 
they're killed. 
The captured snakes are hauled 
into town in burlap bags and 
barrels, often with broken necks 
and backs. Some are crushed to 
death beneath the wheelS of 
motorcycle fanatics. Others are 
used as living shooting gallery 
targets for police and tourists. In 
some cases, the jaws of the rattlers 
are sewn shut and they simply 
starve to death. 
AS ONE former rattlesnake 
wrangler  complained in a 
statement to  the society: 
"Venomous snakes are living 
creatures and, even though 
dangerous to man, must be 
treated with compassion." 
T h e  S o c i e t y  has  sent 
under-cover men, dressed in 
cowboy clothes, to take notes and 
pictures of the rattlesnakes 
festivals. 
They not only will document 
how the rattlers are tortured but 
wil l  in vestigate charges that 
promoters haul injured and dying 
snakes from town to town to put 
on "rattlesnake roundups." 
THE ROUNDUPS began in 
frontier days simply as informal 
rattlesnake kills, then became 
formalized into festivals in 
Oklahoma in 1939. At first, they 
proved useful in keeping down the 
population of the lethal wrigglers. 
But now, the Humane Society 
contends, the rattlers are best 
controlled where they are found 
on the ranches and in the desert. 
To some extent, they help 
preserve the ecological balance by 
killing the rats that destroy 
historic cactus forests and desert 
plants. 
Today's roundups, while they 
may not bring out the best in 
rattlers, certainly bring out the 
worst in people. 
Footnot e: Some roundups 
f ol low humane practices in 
The Watergate caper comes as 
no surprise to those who already 
suspect ill-will from those in "high 
places enjoying what is called 
"privilege" ; to them the gullibility 
of the average Joe pays the piper. 
This issue is not as unsolveable as 
the one mentioned before. Let me 
repeat it. What to do with all 
them niggers on welfare? 
While most of white "media" 
America is off chasing another 
cause to fight, cut backs and outs 
in Federal research programs and 
poverty programs (reserved for 
Blacks) threatens to starve a 
considerable portion of the 
population. But the irony of the 
matter is that the welfare registers 
are now beginning to swell with 
whites who thought they were 
economically secured, squared 
away, unaffectable, free white and 
twenty one and all the rest. And 
indeed they were but that was 
before the new administration. 
Now poor people on welfare are 
going to have to prepare for the 
'-------------------------.J handling the killing rattlers, whose 
Mr. Nixon's response, as has 
been reported, seems to be to 
burst the great society's bubble of 
a minimum wage for welfare 
recipients and create jobs in the 
· new stream of disbelievers of , 
there is no exception to the rule 
that everybody likes to be an 
exception to the rule. 
Robert A. Blue 
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meat may be canned or fried (it 
tastes like stringy chicken) and 
whose skins may be made into 
belts.  Some roundups also 
preserve the snake venom for use 
in antitoxin serums. Incidentally, 
few participants in the roundups 
aet serious bites. 
WHAT, NO APPLE PIE? 
Campus Studies Institute, an 
organization created to promote a 
belief in capitalism and human 
liberties and at the same time 
"balance the education being 
liven to our young people," has 
reported that it has encountered 
JOme hostility from students. 
Recently the Institute mailed 
out  over 10 0 ,0 0 0  colorful 
brochures on Capitalism and 
America to college students. The 
mailings included return envelopes 
to enable the students to respond 
to the institute's suggestions and 
ideas. 
Some of the replies were not 
wry encouraging. An institute 
spokesman said that 50 per cent 
of the replies from Stanford 
Un iversity were "obscene 
scrawls. " Several students, he said, 
even sent boxes of human 
excrement. 
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Response To The Women's Lib Issue 
Steve Schain (HLD) ... "Altho I 
am told I occasionally exhibit 
some male chauvinist behaviors, I 
support the goals of Women's Lib. 
Hopefully, they won't opt for 
simulating the American male and 
his values regarding the work 
ethic, etc. Even more important 
than Women's Lib. is the need for 
men's liberation." 
A h med K. Ash o r o b i  
CCS ... "Not until I can understand 
the real meaning of the word . 
Liberation, different from that of 
the dictionary's, could I develop a 
concept as to what the women are 
about. The words are widely used, 
but what it implies in terms of 
women's struggle is what I can't 
see or experience. Probably, 
women should search for another 
word to equate their wants." 
R. Hauwiller - Registrar ... "! 
have a respect for all people's 
equal rights and their individual 
differences because of the respect 
we owe to all persons with whom 
we share our humanity in ita 
various displays of lfOOdness." 
Beth Berlinger - CCS ... "I have 
b e e n  able to feel intensely 
f u  1 f i l l e d  a s  a w o m a n ,  
anthropologist, and violinist in my 
personal and professional life. I 
now believe this to be a result of 
my personality and individual 
opportunities. The opportunities 
must be made systemic. 
. 
BY FIDELIS AMATOKWU 
Pat Keating- CCS ... "Well, now 
that I have switched roles and am 
experiencing some of the other 
side, I no longer see the need to 
b e  i n v o l ved in Women's 
Liberation. And, since I'm not 
equipped to organize for Male 
Liberation, my involvement is 
d i r e c t e d  t o w a r d s  H um a n  
Liberation. Equal (Human ) Rights 
for all." 
Dr. Ana Kong- HLD ... "I think 
the women's liberation movement 
affords the full development of 
women as human beings. It should 
be supported but not abused. 
That is, women should advocate 
for equality on the basis of what 
one can do rather than falling 
back on past injustices." 
William Whited - CHLD - ''I 
am in basic agreement with" the 
goals of Women's Liberation, 
although I bave 10me reeervations 
about some of their tactics.,. 
K a m e e l  D a d a 
BPS ... "WOMEN'S LIBERATION 
MOVEMENT IS NOTIDNG BUT 
A MISSION �IM POSSIBLE. 
Organizers of this movement are 
from the white upper and middle 
class who are nothing but a bunch 
of divorcees who had met with 
various sexual disappointments in 
life. All they are trying to do is to 
encourage those who have never 
had a bad experience like them to 
have a taste. It will never yield an· 
the women that belong to this 
organization any dividend. Please 
back out." 
Deborah Harter - ICC ... "While 
I welcome the opportunity to 
express my opinion, I must at 
least mildly protest the time and 
space limitations. How about 50 
w o r d s  o r  less? Women's  
Liberation is  a term that is  much 
interpreted. The "Women's Lib" 
that I support is based on the 
belief that all people should be 
encouraged to explore all their 
talents and their full potential as 
human beings. When one looks at 
the great range of brains, talent 
and strength in both sexes, the 
statistical difference between the 
sexes becomes slight." 
Frieda Vazales - BPS ... "I am 
not a "Women's Llber" in the true 
sense. I enjoy being feminine and 
a woman; however, I do agree and 
am sympathetic to Equal Rights 
for Women In many areas." 
Fe r nando C h a g o y a  
BPS ... ''The Women's Liberation 
Movement since Its conception for 
�ting power is now only In its 
adolescence. It has yet to mature 
much more. I think the day 
women liberate themselves, they 
will also liberate men. Men are 
much more "incarcerated" by the 
feminine ideology." 
Merlyn Thompson - BPS ... "I 
believe in equal rights for women 
although I would not label this 
"Women's Liberation." I have 
always been liberated. Therefore, 
I agree that equal rights for 
women deserves exposure and 
definitely needs support. Those 
men that do support this should 
not feel that they are giving up 
t erritory u n l e s s  they are 
insecure." 
Prof. Bob Press - CCS ... "W'e 
live in a racist·sexiest world in 
w h i c h  individuals  a re not 
accorded equal opportunities or 
equal rewards. Exploitation is the 
process  a n d  inequality and 
misunderstanding its result. 
People must organize and utilize 
power to overcome and eliminate 
all forms of discrimination. 
Grant Steeve - EAS ... "Some 
women's rights are justifiable, 
such as, putting a house in the 
woman's name when she is not 
married or getting credit from 
Marshall Fields. But - other 
factors are not justifiable and is 
not as tangible. That is, getting 
married when one has no business 
i n  t he i n stitution. Basically 
speaking, it to me is to have 
children. The laws are constructed 
so they protect children and 
sometimes the adults for the 
child's interest. Many divorces are 
creating an unstable child growth 
which when he becomes an adult 
will follow the parent's example. 
With the downfall of the family 
will probably come the downfall 
of the business of the state of the 
nation. History varifies this. We 
have a choice of putting those 
that are immature in a trial 
marriage to prevent more failing 
families. 
J .  N .  Tigere Musk we 
BPS .. .  "In this nation where 
nothing is socially sacred, I am 
inclined to agree with Women's 
Liberation not only in GSU but in 
the whole nation." 
Dr. Engbretson ... "Women have 
been systematically discriminated 
against in terms of equal rights 
throughout the recorded history 
of mankind. In this century, 
t h rough education, awareness, 
understanding and legislation we 
are finally making demonstratable 
progress toward eliminating such 
discrimination. Much remains to 
be done here and elsewhere." 
Dr . Ka t z  D e an o f  
H L D  . . .  "W omen's  studies is 
particularly important for those 
women who are or are becoming 
aware that society has determined 
a role for them, because they are 
female, which may be satisfying 
b u t  h as frequently been 
i n a p p ropriate, restrictive, and 
unfair. Such studies may help 
women, as people to realize a 
greater potential than would 
otherwise have occured. Men, too, 
need such studies to increase their 
own awareness of women as 
people a n d  themselves  as 
contributing to some of the 
difficulties that women have in 
our society. 
A n o n y m o u s?? ... H istorically, 
Women's Liberation - just as 
"Earth Day", Ecology, The Free 
S p e e c h  M o v e m e n t ,  G a y  
Liberation, etc., all- is a spin out 
from t h e  Bl a ck Liberation 
struggle. Essentially, we find 
"rejected white liberals" striving 
to recapture and regain the fevor 
of those glorious days of "we shall 
overcome." To retain some 
semblance of sanity in racist 
America, white liberals must have 
a cause- be it "just", "injust" or 
"irrelevant!" 
This is not to say women- i.e., 
white women - do not have 
legitimate grievances. However, 
f r o m  a Black perspective, 
Women's Liberation is clearly 
divisive. Black men are not the 
enemies of Black women! Black 
folk must comlement and support 
one another not to compete 
against one another. I find it very 
difficult to believe that Black 
women can liberate themselves 
(via "Women's Lib) while Black 
men remain slaves! In 1903, 
W.E.B. DuBois  said, "The 
problem of the 20th century is 
the problem of the color line", 
and whether we want to admit it 
or not, the fundamental problem 
is still Racism and human injustice 
not the liberation of the white 
women! 
John Steinkellner - CCS ... "I'm 
in favor of women's liberation. 
For I feel that if they are 
liberated, I am liberated. Too 
often we fear the freedom of 
women because it is change and 
we fear change. 
Marilyn Zwiers - CCS ... "We 
want the freedom to be fully 
productive human beings. We 
want the dignity accorded any 
respected person. We want to 
realize. our full potential in a 
world which needs every talented, 
humane person. As Aretha says, 
R-E-S-P-E-c-T." 
Farook A l iKhan ... "Viva Ia 
Women's Lib, but beauties think 
before you leap. You know what I 
mean." 
A n d i e  L o k o s  
Mailroom ... "There's nothing new 
about Women's Lib. as far as I'm 
concerned. There's nothing wrong 
with women asking for equality. 
In fact, I have maintained and 
practiced equality all my lifeP 
Romera Fernandez - HLD and 
Corliss Muse - CCS ... "Women's 
liberation is for the white woman 
and the white woman only -
Black women have always been 
Ji berated." 
D r .  S a n d r a  Whitaker -
CCS . . .  "Women's L i beration, 
defined as the pursuit for equal 
opportunities and freedom of 
choice, is not only of concern to 
women but also the responsibility 
of men. There is no doubt that 
women suffer from discrimination 
in many areas of endeavor, 
including lower pay and restricted 
range of activities. Even in the 
academic world, male superiority 
is emphasiz�d by their selection of 
research subjects  as being 
primarily males - the logical 
consequence being a vast body of 
knowledge of men with little 
controlled findings about women. 
Increasing our quality of life by 
stopping sexism (the same as 
racism) should be everybody's 
responsibility." 
Adlean Harris - LRC ... "I am 
for American Indians' rights. It is 
time for unqualified women, 
unqualified Blacks, unqualified 
Browns, unqualified other ethnic 
groups to take their place rlong 
side of the unqualified White 
Male." 
Carl Peterson - LRC ... "Equal 
rights for women is fine. Rights 
c a r r y  w i t h  them certain 
responsibilities. I hope those who 
are demanding the right are 
around when the responsibility is 
passed out. 
M e l  M u c h n i k 
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  . . .  "lt seems 
somewhat incredible to me that in 
1973 the issue of equality should 
be in the least bit controversial. 
But it seems precisely the issue of 
current controversy. 
After examining the arguments 
raised with regard to the Equal 
Rights Amendment, I can only 
conclude that the arguments for 
early ratification by the State of 
Illinois are far more persuasive 
and rational than the hobgoblins 
raised by its opponents. The 
central question is whether to 
provide maximum choices and 
opportunities for all citizens, both 
men and women. The Equal 
Rights Amendment takes nothing 
away from women who want to 
spend their lives at home with 
children. Indeed, it gives them 
greater options. For women who 
have been unable to obtain credit, 
equal pay for equal work, or gain 
e q u a l  o p p o r t u n i t ie s  for 
advancement, the Equal Rights 
Amendment is long overdue. It 
seems about time that we begin to 
reasonably use the valuable 
human resources of more than 
one half of the population." 
A n t hony Wei Yueh-shan ... 
"Liberation for Women? But as 
far as I know, She (God) 
condemned Adam to the labor 
slavery. Chin� ideogram for 
"Peace" is :.X which means 
"Woman in the House"; for 
"Goodness" is .tJ- which means 
"Women with Child". 
THE I N NOVATO R 
IBAM Sponsors Music Competition Program 
F o r  a d d i t i on a l  i nformation, 
contact: 
Mrs. Rosemary Steward 
'Midwest Regional Director 
I N S TI T U T E  O F  B LACK 
AMERICAN MUSIC 
1402 South Michigan Avenue 
Chicago, Illinois 60605 
(312) 922-1646 
THE INSTITUTE OF BLACK 
AMERICAN MUSIC (IBAM) is 
sponsoring its newly developed 
project known as the "COUNCIL 
OF ELDERS APPRENTICESHIP 
AWARD PROGRAM" (CEAAP). 
This c o m p e tition program 
f o l l o w s  the February 11th, 
NBC-TV t r i b u t e  to Duke 
Ellington, " .... We Love You 
Madly" which was co-produced 
by IBAM's President, Composer, 
Quincy Jones. The "Council of 
Elders  Apprenticeship Award 
Program" was created through the 
educational division of IBAM 
under the guidance of its program 
chairman, Dr. Warrick L. Carter. 
Through competition, deserving, 
a s p i r i n g ,  c o l l e g e  m u s i c ians 
desirous of pursuing a career as a 
performing artist will be awarded 
the opportunity to study for a 
two week period with one of the 
"Elders" apogee in their particular 
a rea of music concentration. 
C E A A P i s  o p e n  in s i x  
i n s t r u m e n t a l  c o m p e t i t i o n  
categories, complimented b y  the 
"Masters" in those music areas: 
Piano, Billy Taylor and Chicago's 
own R amsey Lewis; Drums, 
Grady Tate; Trumpet, Donald 
B y r d  a n d  N a t  A d d e r l e y ;  
Saxophone, Julian "Cannonball" 
Adderley; Bass, Ray Brown and 
Composing/  Arranging, Quincy 
Jones and J.J. Johnson. 
CEAAP is being promoted 
throughout the 50 states in over 
800 colleges and universities. 
Competition is open to all college 
students qualif ied in t h e  
c o m p etition categories. Entry 
deadline is April 15, 1973. 
Winners will be announced June 
A TV Program Worth Watching 
BY MILT PETRITSCH 
Intellectuals and often those 
that aren't, frequently refer to 
television as the "boob tube" or 
a s  t h e  "G r e a t  A m erican 
Wasteland". Believe it  or  not, the 
medium is beginning to show a 
glimmer of hope. Thanks to CBS 
Television and a series called ''The 
Waltons". 
What makes ''The Waltons" so 
s p e c ial? Many things. It is 
b e autifully written, produced, 
directed and acted. But the 
wonderful and unusual thing 
about The Waltons is that they 
come across as real people. And 
what's m ore, they are asking us to 
care about them. 
Caring is an em otional muscle 
that seldom gets flexed in prime 
time, thanks to the cardboard 
cutouts that pass for people on 
the tube. 
Several television taboos are 
broken by this series. The narrator 
and central character, John-Boy 
(sensitively portrayed by Richard 
Thorn&-;) is no hip kid with aviator 
frames and a mod haircut. He 
doesn't even sing or play an 
electric guitar. He is of all things, 
a writer, an intellectual. He reads 
books and is poor. 
The whole family is poor. The 
time is the Depression and they 
are up there-all 11 of them, 
mother, father, 2 grandparents, 
and six children- living in the Blue 
Ridge Mountains of Virginia, 
trying to eke out a modest living, 
working hard, sticking together, 
and facing problems, large and 
small. 
In a time when the family is 
open to attack from all sides, it is 
gratifying to be reminded what a 
family can do for its members 
when love and a sense of mutual 
responsibility are as much a 
reason for its existence as biology. 
The series is based on novelist Earl 
H a m n e r  Jr.'s  b i ographical  
r e c ollections o f  h i s  own 
u p b r i n g i n g u n d e r  s i m i l a r  
c i rcumstances.  (The Walton 
family was first introduced two 
years ago in a well-received 
Christm&-; drama called ''The 
Homecoming"). 
The father is an even more 
remarkable character than his son. 
He is wise but not always right, he 
makes m6takes. He is no bumbler 
dominated by his wife either. His 
w i f e  i n  tum (Ms. Michael 
Learned) is neither coy and kooky 
or T.V. commercial beautiful. 
Ralph Waite as the father and Ms. 
L e a r n ed are b o th g i fted 
performers. 
Most remarkable of all are the 
younger children. They are real 
kids, not those "packaged-in­
plastic" twerps all graduates of 
cute school, who infest most 
television series. 
The majority of dramatic shows 
depend on what is sometimes 
known a s  "life and death 
jeopardy". The theory, which 
seems to have the force of holy 
writ; is that people will not watch 
a dramatic show unless one or 
m ore o f  t h e  p rincipals is 
threatened with death. 
The Waltons adventures are 
pretty mild next to some of T. V. 's 
improbable happenings, but the 
characters face life and death 
jeopardy at times. But the series 
doesn't rely on death threats for 
suspense. In one episode a little 
girl, deaf and dumb, is left on the 
doorstep. In another, an evangelist 
comes to town. In another, a 
meteor drops in. In all instances, 
the Waltons are dramatically 
engag ed, as individuals, and 
members of a family, and their 
responses are interesting, human 
and often moving. 
Now that The Waltons goes 
into reruns, I feel it is still not too 
late to tell you about them. I have 
not missed a single episode. Each · 
one w&-; superb. The stories are 
well-written and believable. Often 
I found myself moved to tears by 
the sheer beauty and simplicity of 
an em otion expressed. 
So you say, what does the story 
of yesterday's people say to us, 
here and now? 
Most of us will never know 
what it's like to grow up in a 
sprawling old house with a screen 
door that squeaks and cocks that 
crow in the barnyard. Most of our 
children won't have the freedon 
to run through grassy fields alight 
with wildflowers. Few of us 
would give a stranger the time of 
day, let alone, shelter. 
"T h e  W a l t o n s", I think, 
reminds us of where we have been 
and suggests that there w&-; a true 
value there. Value in loving, 
understanding, dignity, respect 
and affection. 
Watch ''The Waltons". In a 
·world gone temporarily astray, it 
opens o u r  hearts and our 
memories to caring. 
"T h e  Waltons" are seen 
Thursdays at 7:00 P.M. on CBS 
(Channel 2). 
1, 1973. 
I B A M  is comprised o f  
n a t i o nally known musicians, 
e d u c a t o r s ,  t e c h n i c i a n s ,  
performers, lawyers, managers, 
promoters and other experts in 
every area of the music field and 
the cultural arts. 
Jerry Butler, Vice President, 
along with President, Quincy 
J o n e s  a n d  o ther celebrated 
pe::sonalities such as Donald Byrd, 
Philip Upchurch, Charles Stepney, 
Roberta Flack, Donny Hathaway, 
David Franklin, James Cole, Gary 
Gayton, Ernest Lampkin, Nathan 
Davis and many others are 
providing vehicles necessary to the 
Black community as it relates to 
the entire area of music and the 
cultural arts as created by Black 
artists. These members of IBAM, 
along with others, known as the 
' ' C o uncil  of Elde r s" a r e  
COMMITTED TO AND ARE 
WORKING FOR THE END OF 
DISCRIMINATION LIMITING 
THE HORIZONS OF BLACK 
TALENT. 
Living 
BY PAUL BISGAARD 
If you haven't already cut your 
tipi poles you had better head 
north and get it done before the 
sap starts to run, it's too late 
already for some trees. 
If you have a headache or are 
not feeling well, don't drop a 
couple of aspirin, just rub your 
feet, or better yet, have someone 
else rub your feet. Besides finding 
out how dirty they are, you might 
just not have those aches and 
pains if you massage the right 
areas. THE MASSAGE BOOK by 
George Downing has charts of the 
feet and other areas of the body 
which show the right spot of the 
painful area. Better still, go direct 
to the part of the body that hurts 
and massage it directly. It is 
published by Random House and 
The Bookworks and costs $7 .95. 
Its contents include how to 
prepare for and how to give a 
massage, how to use oils, strokes 
and techniques, body tension, 
self-massage, massage for your 
animals, Tai Chi Chuan, Zone 
Therapy, Anatomy, and other 
books to read. Massage really 
works when 'done right and is 
something which everyone should 
know and practice. It's better 
than popping pills and shots when 
you don't really need them. 
Remember, everything taken into 
your body affects your whole 
body, not just the one pain or 
ache. Massage also brings people 
closer together because when 
done right, one person is letting 
the other control them as they 
completely relax and the other 
person is using his sense of touch 
to fulfill both persons need of 
touch, a need that people need 
most when they are young but· 
society gradually tells them to 
keep distant from others. It is· 
something to really get into. 
I would like to say that since I 
put out my request for response I 
have received many compliments 
and encouragements but only· 
from those I know and who know 
me. I know that there are alot of 
people here at G.S.U. who I don't 
know that probably read this and 
I would like to hear from them 
also. 
The price quoted was for the 
hardcover edition of the book and 
is somewhat lower in the soft 
cover edition. 
The next time you feel like 
getting a candy bar or an ice 
April, 1973 
Gospel Choir To 
For�n At G.S. U. 
Recently a concerned group of 
students formed a G.S.U. Gospel 
Choir. The first meeting was held 
on March 14. There was a great 
turnout, but we are still seeking 
more members. 
Anyone interested in learning 
how to sing or anyone who can 
sing is encouraged to meet in the 
Student Services Bubble at 12:30 
on Wednesday. 
Ellis Franklin, a staff member 
in the·· Library is a very capable 
director. He is willing to train 
people further in voice. For 




We continue to be surprised at 
the amount of creative talent 
f l o a t i n g  a r o u n d  t h e  G S U  
"campus." Poems from students 
keep pouring into this office. We 
will print as much as we have 





TO MY SISTERS 
By JEROME SANDERS 
We crossed the seas and roads, 
chained 
hand in hand, I felt a pain. It 
came 
I know not from where ... 
My sister, I know you felt it 
too. 
Sister fear not, for our home is 
the good Earth. 
Our Mother watches over us. 
Ours is the quest 
of life - all that's on this Earth 
is ours to have and share. 
My sister, I love you. 
Sister the many times we've 
abused each other, 
I hope you'll realize it's because 
we are 
societies stepchildren, molded 
deep from the 
b o w els of a n o t h i ngless 
existence. 
My sister, I need you. 
Sister, I respect and adore you 
because when I was too weak 
to continue the struggle in life, 
you were there in my stead. 
My love for you and what you 
are to me is something 
that I can't put into words. 
My sister, you rekindle my 
fires. 
Sister you're the reflection of 
the sun, my love ... 
I know at times I may not act 
this way, . 
but in the recesses of my being, 
you're there. 
My sisters, my essence. 
Sisters though the words don't 
come easy for me, 
I want you to remember that I 
know without you, 
I would not be. 
My sisters, I love you. 
Swaila 
By JANET HODES-GORDLEY 
Predictable Man 3/18 
Is it possible 
that a computer can 
Predict an election, 
The outcome of man. 
Within just one hour 
after polls have closed 
the outcome of an election 
can accurately be disclosed 
cream bar, don't. Instead, fill a jar 
or bag with 2/5 sunflower seeds, 
2/5 roasted soybeans, and 1/5 
raisins. You can change the ratio 
if you like more raisins or 
whatever you like. Try adding 
new things also and remember, it's 
better if it's organicly grown. 
What does this signify? 
What does this mean? 
What impact .does this have 
on mankind and his dream? 
Man, ambiguities and all, 
Ultimately is categorized. 
That is: predicted, judged, 
boxed, crated, even 
numbered by size. 
For Posterity 3/20 
Somewhere along the line 
I want to leave my 
toeprints 
In the sands of time. 
I want to leave posterity 
with some symbol 
A remembrance of me. 
A legacy for all to behold. 
A token of my being 
For future generations 
to unfold. 
EKSTASIS I 
One day while the heights of 
inner reality: 
A face cristalized on my cornea 
The face was Ours; 
A passion sang at my breast; 
My entire body shook with 
divine energy; 
I found myself alive and 
insatiable with excitement. 
Then ente red my logical 
positivist accomplis, 
"Who are YOU to live the 
heresy I perpetrate?" 
I am He who sings of joys 
wondrous, 
"All Time was Eternity, and a 
Perpetual Sabbath." 
JOHN BIRO 
PARK FOREST SOUTH 
INSURANCE AGENCY 
All Lines of Insurance 
534-9001 �!g !Ill L, 
525 Exchange Avenue 
Park Forest Sout . Ill. 
Dan Jessup 







23311 Govenor's Highway 
Richton Park, Ill. 
CHLD DEAN 
(Continued from Page 1) 
did not make the final draft," Dr. 
Piucci said. 
As far as where the candidate 
assessment for dean stands now, it 
was learned that of the 5 
committee selections, 3 have 
already visited the university, Jay 
Chunn, Delores P. Aldridge, and 
Roy T. Cogdell. Ernest Spaights 
withdrew, and Arthur L. Smith is 
expected to visit GSU April 2 or 
3. 
April, 1 973 
Vets Bu l letin Board 
-- G.S.U. · vets Club Formed --
Cora Burks, Coordinator of Veterans Affairs, explains structure to 
newly formed Vets Club. 
The Viet Nam Era Vets met the 
previous two weeks and finally 
came up with a constitution and 
p l a n s  f o r  an Illinois State 
C hartership. The veterans of 
G.S.U. will present a request for 
admission to S.S.A.C. for formal 
r e c o g n i tion within the near 
future. 
The on campus vets club is 
designed to provide veterans with 
assistance and current information 
r e g a r d ing State and Federal 
p r o g r a m s .  T w o  v eterans 
coordinators will facilitate the 
Veterans Outreach Program (a 
program designed to help veterans 
in the community), and head club 
commities. 
The members of the newly 
formed Veterans Club are, Larry 
Posanka, Herb Williams, Frank 
Piontek, Wayne Kearney, Lloyd 
DeGrane, Dan Coulter, and John 
Biro. A special thanks goes out to 
Ms. Cora Burks from financial aids 
and Ms. Colleen Green, who 
volunteered their organizational 
expertice in making the Veterans 
Club a reality. 
Meetings for the club are 
usually Friday noons, in the north 




( C P S )  T h e  N a t i o n a l  
Association o f  Collegiate Veterans 
(N ACV) has filed suit against the 
Federal Government, citing the 
Nixon Administration's failure to 
r e l e a s e  f u n d s  for  veteran 
education programs which had 
already been signed into law. 
N ACV, which was formed in 
1968 to protect the rights and 
benefits of Vietnam-era veterans, 
is seeking the release of $25 
million in funds appropriated for 
institutions of higher learning that 
i n i t i a t e  pro grams benefiting 
veterans. (See Index page CPS No. 
37) 
T h e  I a  w, known as the 
"Cr a nston Amendment," was 
passed and signed by President 
Nixon in 1972, but the new 
budget recommends rescinding 
the funding for 1973 and no new 
funding for 1974. 
Along with the impoundment 
of funds, the Department of 
Health Education and Welfare, 
which was to administer the 
"Cra n s ton Amendment," has 
refused to issue guidelines by 
w h i c h  a p p licati ons can be 
accepted and approved. 
In introducing his bill, Senator 
Alan Cranston (D-Cal.) noted 
that 30 per cent of Vietnam-era 
veterans have a high school degree 
or less, and that only 13.4 per 
cent ever take advantage of the 
G.l. bill. 
Dean K. Phillips, a stat.! 
coordinator for NACV, indicated 
that under the World War II G.l. 
bill, veterans received full tuition, 
were paid for all books and 
supplies, and given a living stipend 
if they attended a public or 
private college. 
Phillips pointed out that the 
p r e s e n t  b e n e f i t s  g i v e n  to 
Vietnam-era veterans are not 
enough to enable them to go to 
school due to the tremendously 
increased costs of living and 
education. "In the tight job 
market we have," Phillips said, 
"this really hurts the returning 
vet." 
Other budget cuts affecting 
Vietnam veterans have been a $1 
b i ll i o n  cut i n  t h e  Public 
Employment Program; an $81 
m i l l i o n  s l a s h  i n  V e t eran's 
A d m i nistration (VA) hospital 
construction; impoundment of $3 
m i l l i o n  for  t h e  V e t e r a n's 
Work-Study Program; a 7.5 per 
cent reduction in VA medical 
research, and a 1.8 per cent drop 
in VA medical employment. 
The court action by NACV 
highlights a study by a Ralph 
Nader task force which accused 
the government of neglecting 
veterans of the Vietnam War 
through inadequate medical care, 
unfair denials of aid, and meager 
educational benefits. 
In an introduction to the 
report, Nader said, "In what other 
war have the thousands of dead 
and wounded received less public 
attention than a few hundred 
POW officers?" 
Col legiate Veterans 
Files Suit 
(CPS/ZNS) - While the Nixon 
administra t ion is making a 
national issue of its concern for 
the returning POWs, its policy 
toward the thousands of Vietnam 
vets who have been returning 
quietly to the United States is 
strikingly different. 
The National Association of 
Collegiate Veterans has ftled suit 
in Washington, D.C. Federal Court 
in efforts to "unlock" $25 million 
in federal funds. The money had 
been earmarked for colleges that 
recruit and help Vietnam veterans 
as students. The $�5 million had 
been approved by Congress as a 
special effort to provide college 
educations for men who had 
fought in Vietnam. However, 
every last penny of the money 
was impounded by the White 
House's Office of Management 
and Budget. 
James Mayer, president of the 
veterans association, termed the 
freezing of Vietnam veteran 
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educational funds "pathetic." 
President Nixon's 1974 budget 
subm itted to Congress is very 
clear on the veteran education 
subsidy. It calls on Congress to 
cancel the $25 million which has 
already been approved, and it 
further asks that Congress scrap 
the entire $180 million which was 
proposed for the program next 
year. 
Te l l  It 
Li ke It Is 
By LEOLA SCHEARD 
Dear Leola, 
I like two girls at GSU. They 
both know it. I have dated both, 
but now they won't go out with 
me anymore. What's wrong with 
this? I don't want to marry 
anyone. I will be going to school a 
long time. Why do most girls want 
to put their brand on you? 
Happy Man 
Dear Happy Man, 
Your friends have decided to 
let you choose one or the other. 
You will have to choose girls who 
want to remain free as you do. 
Some women do not want to go 
out to dinner on a Tuesday night 
and the next evening their date 
takes their gal friend to a movie. 
It is possible they want to brand 
you, branding iron and fire. 
* * * *  
Dear Leola, . 
I cannot have any children. My 
husband and I want to adopt one. 
I want a black baby. My husband 
says this would be unfair to the 
baby. What do you think? We 
could give the child a good home. 
Lonely Couple 
Dear Lonely Couple, 
A baby needs love from both 
parents. Are you sure your 
husband is thinking about the 
baby? A baby grows and you will 
have to accept little things that 
occur with this type of situation. 
Don't involve a third party unless 
you are willing to accept being his 
or her mom and dad. I have 
friends who just adopted a half 
black and German baby. Their 
home is one of love and trust. I 
would say yes if your husband 
truly wants the baby, if not, NO 
with a capital N. 
* * * *  
Dear Leola, 
From some of the answers you 
give, you certainly do not make 
any committments. Why can't 
you tell the students who ask you 
about their love the truth. What 
you tell them still leaves them in 
wonder. 
Mrs. Quiz 
Dear Mrs. Quiz, 
What do you want - my 
blood? No Way. This is a student 
newspaper and I am not that well 
known as a columnist in a well 
known newspaper. If you know 
anything about writing, then you 
should know this is one of the 
most difficult columns to write. 
Any time you try to answer 
questions when just one person's 
view of a problem is told is not 
easy. My answers are meant to 
help not harm and to start the 
person who took the time to write 
to think. 
* * * *  
Dear Leola, 
I have run for office for quite a 
few things. I never seem to get the 
majority of students to vote for 
me. What can I do to let them 




First of all students have to 
know you. Get involved and talk 
in the many different meetings 
here at GSU where student voices 
are needed. I have been to many 
meetings and the attendance of 
students was certainly needed and 
they had been asked for input. 
Concentrate on these areas for a 
while and you will be recognized � 
as one who wants to help. When 
you do win which you finally will, 
remember the days when you lost. 
Do a good job. 
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Task Force For Child 
Care Underway 
BY COLLEEN GREEN 
The Task Force for child care 
services at G.S.U. will meet in the 
mini-conference room at 5 p.m. 
on Wednesday, April 4. The task 
force is compiling a list of 
resources. Anyone who is willing 
to volunteer their time or 
expertise is asked to contact Ms. 
Vernoica Keethers, c/o Student 
Services or leave word in her 
mailbox in CHLD. 
Four sub-committees have been 
established through the task force. 
These include the areas of budget, 
program, board, and facilities. The 
s u  b · c o m m i t te e s  w i l l  work 
independently of  one another; 
and will meet together at the task 
force meetings to exchange 
information and make progress 
reports. 
Dr. Mary Endres has put two 
books on reserve in the LRC DAY 
CARE ADMINISTRATION and 
DAY CARE. 
Parent/student volunteers will 
be a prime moving force in these 
i nitial attempts organized to 
become. 
The formation of a child care 
u n i t  to provide services to 
members of the university is 
c r u c i a l .  F l a u n t i n g  i t s '  
"innovative" halo, G.S.U. has 
maintained time and again that 
the programs and facilities here 
are geared toward low-income 
students, and students who had 
previously discontinued their 
formal ed11cation. 
I ask that the university 'elites', 
e . g . ,  o u r  h i e r a r c h i c a l  
a d m i nistrators, recognize that 
they are not the least responsive 
to the needs of the G.S.U. 
community where child care is 
concerned. 
I ask too, that the achievements 
of the task force for child care 
services at G.S.U. be considered of 
utmost importance and concern 
to the G.S.U. community. 
THE MUSIC STORE 
2 2 3 5 3  Go v e rn o rs Hw y . 
Richton Pa rk , I l l . 
Martin Sigm as 
N o w  In Sto ck 
748-0055 







• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
• : _ _  OPEN 7 DA YS • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
-...--DINNER SPECIAL 
Charcoal CHOICE SIRLOIN STEAK 
with Choice of Potato 
Sau teed Spanish On ion with Cheese 
Salad, Soup 
Hom em ade Bread & Butter 
FLAT OR SICILLIAN PAN PIZZA 
TO EAT IN ONLY 
- - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - -
Page & THE INNOVATO R 
Pattin' It In 
Perspective 
Help Is Needed-Yours! 
GSU's pollution problem - from Innovation To Garbage. 
GSU students fail to live up to image of adult students. 
BI LL HANNO - EAS 
HANNO Plr NO TUNING 
EXPERT TU N I N G  A N D  REPAI R 
BY APPO I NTMENT ONLY 
31 2/335·41 8 1 1  
·2 1 7/359·3 1 765 
AC 3 1 2  - 563-8825 
Plantation House 
RESTAURANT· & LOUNGE 
ITALIAN SPEC IALT I ES - COMPLETE A M E R ICAN M E N U  
B R EAKFAST F R O M  5:30 BUSI NESS LUNCHES 1 1 ·3 PM 
D I N NE RS T I LL 1 1  PM 
- - -
Rt. 50 & Court Street Monee, I l l .  
Odare 
The women of Chicago have 
gotten another slap in the face. In 
recent deliberations regarding the 
'73 budget, the city council, 
which includes all of two women, 
refused to eliminate the difference 
in pay between the male and 
female janitors in City Hall. This 
means the men continue to earn 
$1 ,056 per year more than the 
women for doing the same work, 
despite QDARE's protests. In 
typically arrogant fashion the city 
council is now considering a 
proposal to more than double the 
mayor's salary, giving Chicago the 
highest paid mayor in the United 
States. The proposed $40,000 
increase would alone be enough to 
raise the pay of the janitoresses in 
City Hall to that of the janitors. 
QDARE, which includes city 
employees as well as other women 
taxpayers in Chicago, supports 
equal work and equal pay. We 
object to the sqandering of our 
tax dollars in this elatantly 
discrimatory manner. We propose 
that the money for the mayor's 
rJises used instead to eliminate 
the pay gap bet:ween the janitors 
a n d  janitoresses. For further 
information contact: Lyda Carter 
• 472-5014. 
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A Trip To East 
St. Louis 
By K.O. AKA 
My trip to east St. Louis with 
the Union of African People at 
G.S.U. was an enjoyable one. It 
made me see the role that black 
people are moving toward in the 
70's. This is to achieve their 
educational goals. 
A lot of people may ask about 
the trip, especially of the young 
counterparts who are getting 
ready to step into hereditary 
succession of hatred a n d  
institutional racism. 
The trip to the Conference was 
to develop more about the black 
heritage, culture, self identity, and 
to eliminate the badge of 
oppression through educational 
means. 
The Conference was organized 
by African Americans on black 
students. This organization or one 
can call it a group of black 
intellectuals trying to demonstrate 
what the black people can do and 
their ability to construct for 
themselves. 
T h e  s o l e  a i m  of t h e  
organization i s  to develop a 
program on black studies, which 
the coming generation can be 
p r o u d  o f  in the land of 
oppression. As we all know, since 
the transportation of black people 
into this new world, they have 
been sullject of victimization both 
racially a n d  e d u c a t i o n a l l y  
h a n d i c a p pe d ,  which t h e i r  
counterparts used as a weapon to 
suppress them. 
A m o n g  o ther things, this 
organization promised to do, is to 
develop a sense of cooperation 
a n d  i n t e r - c o m m u n i c a l  
relationships in order to apply it 
to various black communities. It 
also promised to direct blacks to 
all fields of education, without 
uniting themselves to a section. 
The achieve ment of this 
organization is that they have 
b e e n  a b l e  to d e v e lop an 
educational program, which has 
been approved by the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education. To 
crown all, I pray for more success 
of the organization in the future. 
Letter To My Conscience 
Dear Conscience, 
I should like to record here my 
gratitude to society for joining me 
in depriving and dispossessing me 
of equality. I am beginning to feel 
that it's time for me to equalize. 
But what I don't quite know, is 
when, where, and how unequality 
has entered into my life. 
I also am grateful to society for 
seemingly ushering in peace and 
war into my life as a human being. 
But the most irksome questions I 
have continued to raise are, 
should society grant me peace and 
equality, and leave me alone? 
Shall I be able to plod it alone? 
Shall I survive or shall I die? 
In my delusions for a grandoise 
kind of living, I have learned to 
stereotype some people as the 
larger society, and, myself as a 
minority. Consequently, I have 
looked to that larger society to 
p r o v i de, to show Jove and 
kindness upon me. I have often 
become overly dependent that I 
have built my whole life around 
ideological myths of political and 
s o c i a l  p r o g r a m s ,  f ight ing 
somebody until nobody is  at the 
other end of the punching bag. 
Mr., Miss, Mrs. Nobody, please 
diagnose my behavior for I live 
und<.r fear of being psychotic. 
Because I am everything that I 
see, I have found myself searching 
fo-r a n d  seek i ng awareness, 
fulfillment, meaning, happiness, 
love, equality, security, freedom, 
decency, without asking how 
much I have given or can give to 
make the living worthwhile with 
all its political, social, economic 
and human plans. 
Nobody ! Do you think that a 
life filled with craving, striving, 
desiring, avoiding, manipulating, 
longing, wanting and needing is 
not just a fanciful plan of bow I 
can avoid extinction and continue 
toward the step beyond me. 
Empty Mr. , Miss, Mrs. Nobody, 
there is something I know and 
respond to viscerally : any answers 
that you may provide to these 
ever-present questions, will offer 
shallow consolations. If you and I 
fail to know how we become 
unequal.... if we watch that larger 
society which we often indict in 
stressful moments, to control us 
beyond, it is then that we should 
answer such question as - Are we 
bright enough if we can direct and 
control the powers that we have 
endured, served, respected, and 
trusted for so long. 
To Whom It May Concern 
GEORGE WI LLIAMS COLLEGE 
G RAD UATE EDUCATION 
MASTE R  O F  SC I ENCE I N :  
Administration and Organizational Behavior 
Camping and Outdoor Education Administration 




Master of Social Work 
. preparing competent professionals 
• commitment to the service of social needs and 
human values 
. dealing with the human elements of urban 
problems. 
Correspondence and Information 
Sandra Hughes 
Associate Director of Admissions - Graduate Programs � George Will iams College 
.Ill 555 3 1 st Street V Downers Grove, I l l i nois 605 1 5  
� I n  the Chocago Metropolitan Area 
Telephone ( 3 1 2 )  964-31 00  
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What's Happening? 
National Earth Week is April 
8 t h  t o  1 5 t h ,  a n d  t h e  
Environmental Club, Balance, of 
Governors State University is 
planning activities for all ages and 
ba<'kgrounds in our community. 
Tuesday, April lOth at 7 : 30 
p.m. in the Commons area at 
GSU. Parents and teachers will be 
espec i a l l y  i nt erested in a 
presentation by the students of 
Longwood school. The students 
presentation will include a puppet 
show and the story of their nature 
study center. All ages are invited. 
Wednesday, April 1 1th at 7 : 30 
p.m. in the Commons area at 
G S  U .  St eve K l i n e  of the 
Environmental Lawyers Clinic and 
Louise Rome of the League of 
Women Voters will give a joint 
presentation on legal and political 
aspects of our environmental 
situation. 
Thursday, April 1 2th, at 7: 30 
p.m. in the Commons area at 
G S U .  A representative from 
George Williams College will give a 
p r e s e n t a t i o n  o n  c u rrent 
developments in environmental 
education. All ages are invited. 
Saturday, April 14, at 2:00 
p.m. Members of Balance and 
concerned citizens will join with 
SOFT in a march and rally 
through Park Forest South. More 
details on this event will be 
p u b l ished as t h ey become 
available. 
Saturday, April 14, at 7 : 00 
p.m. in the Commons area of 
GSU. The Eastern philosophy of 
co-existence with nature will be 
presented as an alternate to our 
Western policy of exploitation 
and neglect. Featured in the 
presentation will be a sitar concert 
and light show. 
For furt her i n fo r m a t i on 
contact Rich Warrington, Earth 
Week Chairperson, 481-9428. 
* * * * * *  
Students desiring or needing an 
indication of passage of the 
Illinois Constitution Examination 
of their records should contact 
t h e  S t u d e n t  Services for 
Information and assistance. Study 
guides as well as copies of 
c o nst i t u t i o n s are ava ilable. 
Constitution examinations may be 
t a k e n  a l most any ·weekday 
between the hours of 8 : 30 a.m. 
and 5 p. m. on Saturdays from 9 · 
a.m. to 1 2  noon. 
· 
* * * * * *  
Health services are available for 
evening students. The Student 
Services Health Center is open in 
t h e  e v e n i ngs o n  Tu esday, 
W ed nesda y ,  and T h u rsday 
between the hours of 5 p.m.  and 7 
p.m. These additional services are 
available with the assistance of 
Roberta Tholen, R.N. 
Counseling services are also 
a vailable in the evening by 
appointment with one of the 
trained counselors in the Student 
Services. 
* * * * * *  
Judy Scott, Dental Assistant in 
the Student Services, announces 
that on April 10, 1973 from 
1 2 : 30 to 2:00 p.m. the Dental 
Services will present a program on 
Prev e n t i ve Dentistry in the 
U n i v e r si t y  C o m mo n s .  A n  
i n fo r m a t i v e  a n d  i n t eresting 
spea k er fro m "Procter and 
Gamble," Mr. Dick Herberts, will 
give a talk on THE ROLE OF 
FLUORI DES IN PREVENTIVE 
DENTISTRY. 
Some of the major points to be 
covered by the speaker are: 
1. A background to preventive 
dentistry. 
2. The role of fluorides in 
preventive dentistry. 
3. The benefits of stannous 
fluoride dentifrices. 
T here w i l l  a lso be a n  
audio-visual presentation. 
* * * * * *  
A workshop on Sickle Cell 
Anemia which will be �_)resented 
by the Midsouth Health Plannin& 
Orpnization at Governors State 
University on April 1 1 ,  1973 at 
1 :00 p.m. This project sponsored 
by the Health Services staff is 
open to students and staff as well 
as residents of the surrounding 
communities. 
Screening for Sickle Cell Trait 
will be available following the 
workshop and again on April 12,  
197 3, starting at 10:00 a.m. 
Parental permission is required for 
minors who are to be screened. 
For further information, contact 
Barbara O'Donnell or Roberta 
Tholen in the Student Services 
health center at 563-22 1 1  ext. 
290 or 291 . 
* * * * * *  
The permanent facilities for 
new Governors State University 
a r e  b e i n g  c o n s t r u c t e d  
considerably under the authorized 
amount. 
Because of construction delays, 
the university has extended for six 
m o n t h s  i t s  lease o n  t h e  
mini-campus where i t  opened two 
years early in 197 1 .  
Construction of the Phase I 
buildings is 73 days behind 
schedule because of the adverse 
weather. However, the northwest 
end of the building is on schedule, 
a n d  w i l l  be s u i t a b l e  t o ·  
accommodate part of the student 
load in the early fall.  
* * * * * *  
Community College Frontiers is 
a new professional magazine 
sponsored by Governors State 
University and Sangamon State 
University. The magazine, the first 
issue of which is 30 pages, will be 
distributed three ti mes a year. 
The magazine staff, in addition 
to the editor, J. Richard Johnson 
or Sangamon State University, 
includes as editorial advisors G. 
Ernst Giesecke of Sangamon State 
University and Albert H. Martin 
of Governors State University. 
* * * * * *  
A "recognized candidate for 
accreditation" status has been 
o ff i c i a l l y  gra n t e d  t o  new 
Governors State University. 
Governors State University 
applied for and achieved in July, 
1970, correspondent status with 
the North Central Accrediting 
association, the first step in the 
p r o c e s s  l e a d i n g  to f u l l  
accreditation. 
* * * * * *  
A s  a p u b lic service, the 
H U M A N S E R V I C E S  
COORDINATING COUNCIL OF 
THE SOUTH SUBURBS (HSCC) 
will hold its General Meeting on 
Monday, April 9, 1 973,  at 7 : 45 
p.m. The meeting will be at the 
E L I S A B E T H  L U D E M A N  
M E N T A L  R E T A R D A T I O N  
CENTER, 1 1 4  North Orchard, 
Park Forest, in the Auditorium in 
Building 64, the Social Training 
Building. 
Guest speaker for this meeting 
w i l l  be State Representative 
Robert Mann, who will present his 
ideas on new legislation in the 
health care field. Representative 
Mann, who represents the 24th 
District in Chkago, has been 
instrumental in forming the Task 
Force on Health Legislation 
Reform. Task Force Chairman, 
Robert Wagner, will also be 
present at the meeting . .  Both men 
w i l l  we lcome questions and 
discussions from the floor. 
* * * * * *  
The nursing symposium held by 
G .S. U. will be held on April 17,  at 
the Harvey Holiday Inn. The 
agenda will focus on "Utilization 
of a Conceptual Basis" and 
"Approaches to Planning" in the 
morning session. The afternoon 
topics will include "Assessment 
and the Tools of Assessment," 
"Right Place, Right Time, and 
Right People." 
* * * * * *  
Geoffrey Holder, a Trinidad 
native who bas been called a 20th 
century Renaissance man and a 
one-man cultural center will 
perform at G.S.U. on May 4, at 7 
p.m. in the commons. The event 
will be sponsored by Student 
Services.  H o l d er's  activities 
include dancer, choreographer, 
singer, painter, television star, 
costume designer, writer, radio 
personality, and visiting professor 
at Yale University School of 
Drama. 
* * * * * *  
The deadline for the "Earth 
Week" photo contest at G.S.U. is 
April 10. The contest is not a 
professional photography contest. 
All members of the university 
community are encouraged to 
part i c i pa t e .  E n tered photos 
s h o u l d  be of two general 
categories, and will be judged on 
this basis: 
G e nerate environmental 
awareness by using as subject 
matter an area or habitat that has 
been or will be destroyed by man. 
- Depict existing preserved 
( na t u r a l )  areas.  Areas o f  
uniqueness due to their location 
or habitation. Habitats possessing 
unique fauna, flora. 
* * * * * *  
Dr.  Bro t t m a n ,  u n i versity 
professor of UTE in the college of 
H u m a n  L e a r n i n g  a n d  
Development will have his model 
for preschool-primary teacher 
education published in Research 
in Education, which is the basic 
a b s t r a c t  j o u rnal  o f  t h e  
E d u c a t i o n a l  R e s o u r c e s  
Information Center. 
GSU NEIGHBOR NEEDS 
H ELP... Last week a fire 
burning undiscovered in the fog 
completely destroyed the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Davis and 
their two children, Ray Jr. and 
Rhonda. The Davis' who lived 
on the Thompson farms lost 
nearly all their belongings in the 
blaze. 
T h e  D a v i s' are G S U  
neighbors' and we would like to 
help them in some way. Any 
gifts of furniture, clothing, 
food, or money would be 
deeply a p preciated. Items 
needed i nc l u d e c u r t a i ns, 
bedspreads, lamps, double bed, 
m a t t r e s s,  dresser , r u g s ,  
pots/pans, cooking utensils, 
clothes for boy size 8, girl size 
16, man's work clothes, size 40, 
woman size 1 81h dress. Joan 
Layzell and Betty Andrews of 
G S U  W o m e n  have been 
c o n d u c t i n g  a t e l e p h o n e  
campaign to assist the Davis 
family. 
Fool On The Dill 
RECENTLY the Fool and 
others have been reading about 
Mathuselah. You know ! ! !  The 
Biblical character who lived 969 
years. Granted, that's a long time 
to live. You dig? Well ,  the Fool 
has learned from reading and 
reading, and reading absolutely 
n o t h ing about the historical 
c haracter's achievements. You 
know ! ! !  What he was putting 
down-how he made it all that 
time. So the conclusion was: 
Mathuselah worked until the age 
of 65; then retired on Social 
Security and other Government 
stipends. Now if any of you are 
M a t h u selah Scholars in this 
audience, feel free to comment. 
Address them to the Fool On The 
Hill, Innovator at GSU. Park 
Forest South, Illinois 60466. 
CARS: Spring and Summer 
generally mean that students at 
G . S . U .  w i l l  b e  m a k i n g 
arrangements to buy cars both for 
pleasure and transportation. So 
Mr. Dealer, if you are interested, 
we need to know where you are 
located. 
NOTE: All students who are 
penalized by having to pay for 
incomplete modules, no matter 
how far they are in arrears, let the 
Innovator know before you drop 
out. Let's just say let somebody 
know for the hell of it. 
Secondary Schools: The Fool is 
pleased to know that some 
students who are interested in 
secondary education have, if not 
taken the initiative certainly help 
it along, secured student teaching 
for themselves. Congratulations! !  
A n d  r e m e m ber, the school 
promised only to educate you -
not get you a job. Again you are 
to be commended. TO ALL 
THOSE WOULD BE LEADERS 
WHO ARE ... ? If a man publicizes 
his business, then he actually has 
no b u s i ness. You dig! ! !?? 
Are you interested in chess and 
other games which offer a 
challenge to the mind? Are you 
interested in history? Try war 
gaming, the hobby that lets you 
test yourself against history. 








Items can be delivered to the W 't bl f b i O ff i c e  of. Communications, e can arne you or e ng nervous. 
(ext. 221 /222) or to Janet I nvesting in the market can be risky. Muchnik, 51 Apple Lane, Park 











_ _. No risks. No outstanding debts. And no chance of 
r-- -------.. losing you r money. 
AMERICAN 
DANCE CENTER 
Chicago's Newest Professional Studio 
Offering 
BAL L ET - M O D E R N  
JAZZ - TAP 
Special Children and Adult Classes 
Kathleen Sims, Director · 747·4969 
All  you have to do is deposit your money in our bank. 
Leave it with us for two years and we'l l  pay you a 
tidy 5¥.. % interest. 
If you don't want to wait that long, we' l l  give you an 
almost-as-good 5112 % i nterest on a one-year deposit. 
Or if you want to get in and out for a safe, quick 
RICHTON LANES ki l l ing, we' l l  g ive you 4Y2 % on a day to day basis 
2241 3 G ovenors Hwy. (so you can take the money and run whenever 



















. _ _. A deposit at our bank is one of the wisest ones 
you can make. 
,-----------. We won't make you rich overnight. 
D & D LOUNGE 
3925 Sauk Trail 
Richton Park, I l l. 
OPEN 
Mon. thru Fri. 
9 a. m .  to 1 a.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
But in a while you' l l  be a l ittle happier. A l ittle richer. 
And a lot less nervous. 
Try our delicious B.B.Q. Ri .. • Governors and Lincoln Highways, Matteson, Ill inois 60443 
Charcoal Grilled Sandwiebes. 747� • 264-541 1 
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G. S. U. 14,ield Biology 
Students working closely with environmental scientis�, 
Professors J. Chambers, P. Gunther and J. !dede�s�>n m 
Environmental Field Biology will acquire special ability to 
make careful observation of natural phenomena in .a f�eld settling and crucial skills for ecologist� and c�:>r�servat10msts, 
one that is often neglected in ecological tr�mg. �tud�nts 
working in the field will also gain e�penence � . field 
recognition of ecological phenomena, Without reqwnng a 
strong background in ecological theory. 
Diaspora/V oices 
Behind The Wails 
By ANTHONY AND ADDIE 
Bro. Telemarque, 
As I read your letter I could 
feel your obvious commitment. 
You are an example for black men 
at a time when we need a positive 
example to help balance this 
negative world. It is with mutual 
understanding and sincere respect 
that I beg to bring one point 
closer for your mental analysis. 
Brother Malcolm is all the things 
that you say and more. I could 
never express his impressions 
upon myself because the structure 
of this language forbids it by its 
nature. However, let us not fall 
victim to what we all see as 
obvious targets to attack. That is 
d i v i s i o n ,  s i m ple, short and 
purposeful. 
M a rt i n  L u t her King and 
Malcolm X had an entire world of 
commonality between them. They 
merely stated how it looked from 
where they were; as we do now. 
T h e y  b o t h  su ffered t h e  
"handicap" o f  demanding their 
freedom - they merely chose 
different routes. By this I mean 
there comes a time in one's 
consciousness when one realizes, 
through serious searching, that 
there exists an entity more 
powerful than man. Yet it is man 
himself! When one discovers such 
OPEN 1 OAYS A WEEK 
Semnc lunches ilnd Omners 
a fact his vibrations illuminate the 
entire scope of his existance. This 
happens regardless if you are a 
brother of the grape on Madison 
Street in Chicago, or a preacher 
from Atlanta, or the red headed, 
black minded, true spirit of El 
Hajj Malik El Shabazz. It is all the 
same ... we are all the same. Later 
for what you are or what I think 
of you. That don't mean nothing 
when our aims are as high as the 
outermost constellations and our 
spirit as deep as the bowels of our 
mother planet earth. I think the 
essence of this aura eminated 
from both Martin Luther King 
and Malcolm X. (Remember, we 
only know what we read and hear 
and all of that is controlled.)  Such 
an aura demands respect and 
naturally so, because it is through 
men such as these that the energy 
flows throughout our universe and 
when this energy is manifested by 
our people collectively, it will set 





Diaspora : The d i splaced 
African throughout our mother 
olanet. Some who are dedicated 
to/aware of their heritage, others 
who naively/happily wallow in 
THE 
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SUN VALLEY 
Resta u ra n t  & Lo u n g e  
Entertainment Every Friday & Saturday 
F EATU R I N G  
Ms .  Vicki Weber o n  the Hammond Oroan & 
Mr. Rick Hiatt on the G uitar 
TRY SUN VALLEY'S FAMOUS FISH 
All You Can Eat on Fridays only 
DI N N ER SERVED FROM 5 P.M. on FRI DAY & SATURDAY 
NOON TO 7 P.M. ON S\JNDA YS 
Re s e rv a ti o n s :  6 7 2 -808 2 , 946-2 7 9 5 ,  748-8 8 9 9  
East of Crete on Faithhorn Road 
THE I NN OVATO R 
non-African ( Western) culture, as 
it progresses to its death. 
THE POETS/WITNESSES OF 
THIS PROGRESSION SPEAK TO 
YOU NOW: 
Dear Anthony & Addie: 
The reason I'm "knocking" 
so-called ex Sis. Angela Davis is 
because I don't see her giving any 
right on signs or clenched fist 
salutes at her wrappies trial or 
carrying any protest signs saying 
" Free Ruschell Magee,'' and here 
the Bro. is rumbling for his very 
life. Even Nixon, everybody's 
buddy but the Blackman's, even 
"He" went to communist China, 
where did this so-called Sis. go -
to White Russia. As if the 
Communist Party got her out of 
jail. As Soul Sis. No. 1, Aret ha 
Franklin, said all the money that 
got Angela Davis out of jail came 
out of Black People's pockets. 
Black People got Angela Davis 
out of jail, not the Communist 
Party. So what is this so·called Sis. 
going to be, Commie or Black? 
You can't be both. Either you are 
one or the other. And as I wrote 
Bro. Ruschell, even though the 
house Niggers have deserted you. 
Us field Niggers are still in your 
corner. And fuck the House 
Niggers and the house or excuse 
me, 'the horse they rode in on. So 
as you can see, this goes a little 
beyond "knocking,'' as you call it, 
this so-called Sis.'s behavior. 
Although most Blacks 
think its fashionable 
because Angela has on 
a "Red" mini·skirt , Karl 
still missed the mark. 
Marx believed in the 
divinity of human thought 
and consciousness and 
although he achieved 
or became a sort of 
ideological demigod he was 
and always will be classified 
as a reflection of the spectrum 
of White Liberalism. 
And redneck Russian 
Communism is not what 
Black Revolution is all about. 
"Angel's Red Mini Skirt" 
Yours in Revolution 
Telemarque. 
Dallas, Pennsylvania 
We are asking for books, films, 
tapes of lectures and speeches, 
magazines, and pamphlets for the 
'Cultural Insight' group at Leton, 
Indiana. Please drop them off at 
the Innovator. 
A Lesson In 
Speech 
Sydney J. Harris 
Why don't the radio and TV 
announcers make it perfectly 
plain that: . There is no "edge" 
in "education." . There is an 
"n" in "government." . There 
are four syllables, not three, in 
" t e m perature . "  ( I t  is not 
"temter-ture. ") . There is no 
"cue" in "nuclear." . The word 
"personal" is an adjective, and the 
word "personnel" is a noun, and 
t hey are neither used nor 
pronounced in the same way. 
. There is no " s h e "  in 
"Hiroshima,'' which takes the 
stress on the second syllable. 
. There is no " a r k " in 
" m o n ar c h . "  The word 
"mores" meaning customs, is not 
pronounced like the plural of 
"more," but like "Maurey's." 
. There is no "o" sound in 
"official" nor "e" sound in 
"efficient." . The word "ogle" 
should rhyme with "mogul" and 
not with "goggle." . There is no 
"pinch" in "pincers," there is no 
"want" in "piquant," and there is 
no "pair" in "reparable." . The 
word "respite" does not rhyme 
with "despite," despite the "e" at 
the end, and should rhyme with 
"mess-kit." . There are three 
syllables, not four, in "rigmarole" 
(there is no "a" between the "g" 
and the "m"). . There is no 
'buddy" in "nobody,'' there is no 
"ter" in "Notre Dame,'' and there 
is no ''ray" in "lingerie," by the 
way, because in French the word 
means "made of linen.") . There 
is no "gub" in gubernatorial, there 
is no "cull" in "culinary," and 
there is no "loud" in "cum 
laude." . There is no "Arthur" 
in arthritis, there is no "plic" in 
"applicable," and there is no 
"range" in " arraignment!' 
The word "assuage" should 
rhyme with "wage" and not with 
"garage." . The noun, "August," 
meahing the month of the year, is 
stressed on the first syllable; but 
the adjective, "august," meaning 
awesome or majestic, is stressed 
on the second syllable. . The 
adjective "frequent,'' is stressed 
on the flfSt syllable, but the verb 
" fr e q u e n t e d,'' (He used to 
frequent that bar") is stressed on 
the second syllable. . There is no 
"seize" in "auspices,'' there is no 
"hero" in "heroine" (which is 
pronounced just like the drug), 
and there is no "he" in "heinous." 
(If you want to be branded 
immediately as a tenderfoot in 
cow country, call it "la-SOO" 




Mind games anticipate the 
play-learning systems of the 
future, opening that future to you 
now. Mind games are education 
e c s t a c.y ,  e n t e r t a i n m e n t ,  
s e  I f- e x p l o ra t i o n ,  powerful  
instruments of  growth. Those who 
play these games should become 
more imaginative, more creative, 
more fully able to gain access to 
their capacities and to use their 
capacit ies productively. The 
players should achieve a new 
image of man as a creature of 
e n o r m o u s  a n d  u n fo l d i n g  
potential. Mind Games are a 
means of advancing toward what 
must be the main goal of every 
person in our time - PUTTING 
THE FIRST MAN ON THE 
EARTH ! ! !  
I f  y o u  would like more 
information about MIND GAMES 
contact Dan Youn2dahl (C.C.S.). 
FUN IN A BUN 
YOU ,CAN'T BEAT OUR MEAT; 
BUT YOU CAN HAVE 
FUN IN OUR BUN 
MEAT TO BEAT 
ONE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .45 
DOUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  75 
AMERICAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  55 
POLISH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  75 
ITALIAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  85 
IRISH, JEWISH . . . . . . . . . .  1 .00 
MEXICAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 
CHILE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .40/.50 
COME TRY AND 
BEAT OUR MEAT 
IT'S HARD 
BEVERAGES WE BEAT 
OUR MEAT WITH 
Milk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20/.30 
Tea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15/.25 
· Coffee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15/.25 
Hot Choc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 
Pop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  20 
Chik broth . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5/.25 
Iced Tea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  25 
Homemade 
Punch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5/.25 
EXTRA GOODIES 
WE ALSO BEAT 
OUR MEAT WITH 
Jays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 0  
Donuts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 0  
Pies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 6  
Cakes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 6  
Ro lls  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  16 
Fun Salad with 
Fun Dressing . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  55 
Hard Boiled 
Eggs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  15  
Potato Salad . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .45 
Cole Slaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .45 
SPECI AL this week FREE chips 
and punch with every DOUBLE 
meat you beat. 
Fun in the Bun is located on 
the NE side of the University. It is 
an extension of a human relations 
program and has decided it's 
energy to serving the community 
of G.S.U. the finest quality of 
food and service available. 
Daily 10:00·4:00 
Monday through Friday 
- Park Forest Sta r 
- Park Forest South Star 
- C h icago Heig hts Star 
- Homewood-F lossmoor Star 
- The STAR·TRI B U N E  Publ ications 
- Ha rvey 
- Ma rkham 
- South Holland 
- T i n ley Park 
- Orland Park 
- Oak Forest 
STAR/TRIBUNE PUBLICATIONS 
I Phone 755 -6 1 6 1  I 
